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Satellite Communication

u A communication satellite is 
essentially a microwave relay  
in the sky, operating at 22,300 
miles above the earth's 
equator. 

u It receives microwave signals  
in a given frequency and 
retransmits them at a different 
frequency.  



Geosynchronous Orbit

u The term “geosynchronous 
orbit” refers to a satellite        
that operates at 22,300 miles 
above the earth’s equator.  
The satellite rotates at the 
speed of the earth. 

u Hence, the satellite appears 
to be stationary in its orbital 
position.



Satellite Link

u In principle, a complete 
satellite link requires a line 
of  sight path extending 
between earth and space. 

u This imaginary line extends 
between the transmitting 
earth station and the 
satellite antenna.



Uplinks and Downlinks

u Uplink
u The term “uplink” refers           

to that portion of the satellite    
link where a signal is being 
transmitted from the earth 
station to the satellite.

u Downlink
u The term “downlink” refers      

to  that portion of the satellite 
link where a signal is being 
transmitted from the satellite  
to the earth station below.



Transponder
u A transponder is a contraction of two words: 

transmitter and responder.  A transponder                   
is analogous to a channel.  A typical satellite 
contains 24 - 48 transponders.



Satellite Frequency Bands

u A satellite receives the signal in one frequency and 
then converts it to another for the downlink portion.  
Satellites operate in the Super High Frequency 
(SHF) range which is measured in GHz. or billion 
hertz per second. The three most common are:
• C -band =     4/6    GHz.
• Ku-band =   12/14   GHz.
• Ka-band =   17/31   GHz.



Satellite Footprint

u A satellite footprint is the signal's 
area of coverage. A satellite 
footprint can range size from one 
third to one half the size of the U.S. 

u Therefore, any earth station that 
falls within the footprint of a satellite 
fed signal -- and that is locked on   
to the appropriate transponder --
is capable of receiving the signal.  



Satellite Advantages

u Economies of Scale
• Cost bears no relationship to the distance  

involved and/or to the number of users.  
u Provides Wide Area Coverage

• Satellites provide wide area coverage  where 
distance and terrain are not relevant.

u Rapid Installation of the Ground Network
• The installation of an earth station is relatively 

inexpensive and can be accomplished quickly. 



Satellite Disadvantages

u Delay Factor
• A satellite transmission takes a quarter second         

to complete. This becomes problematic when one 
is conducting a telephone call.

u Signal Piracy
• A television signal is equally capable of being 

intercepted by anyone who is equipped with                 
a proper earth station.



Earth Station

u The satellite earth station              
is the antenna that receives 
satellite fed signals.                   
The reflector is typically                 
a parabolic dish. 

u By forming an arc, the 
parabolic dish concentrates 
the power (gain) of the 
incoming signal on to one 
focal point.



Earth Station cont.

u Parabolic Dish
u The parabolic dish concentrates 

incoming signals to a small point at 
the center above the dish. The 
larger the diameter of the reflecting 
surface, the greater the sensitivity 
to weak incoming signals.

u The size (diameter) of the earth 
station will depend upon where it is 
positioned in relation to the satellite 
footprint.



Signal Quality and Strength Tradeoffs
u In satellite communication, there comes                  

a tradeoff in design:    
Either one builds:

• small satellites --- with big earth stations     
or                                                                      

• big satellites    --- with small earth stations

u The real issue is power and amplification



The Environment of Space

u The design of a satellite 
must operate in a high 
vacuum environment. Once 
the satellite achieves GSO, 
there is no wind or weather 
shifts. The satellite craft 
floats in perfect, soundless 
stillness…

u The radiation from the     
sun enables the satellite    
to generate electricity.



Power Supply

u Satellites are solar powered 
and the cost is expensive. 
Solar cells are used to convert 
sunshine into electricity. 

u Approximately, 1000 watts of 
sunshine reaches each meter 
of satellite surface 
perpendicular to the sun.



Stabilization Designs

u A communication satellite 
basically makes use of two 
kinds of stabilization designs:
• 1.  Spin Stabilized
• 2.  Body Stabilized                                     

(three Axis Stabilized Satellite)



Spin Stabilized Satellite

u The satellite is stabilized           
by spinning the main body         
(at 100) revolutions per minute.

u To keep the antenna pointing   
to earth, the antenna 
subsystem  must be despun; 
that is, the antenna subsystem 
remains stationary, while the 
body of  the satellite spins.  



Body Stabilized Satellite

• A body stabilized satellite 
(also called a three Axis 
Stabilized Satellite) looks 
like a large box with 
extended wings needed           
to power the satellite.  

• A body stabilized satellite 
uses flat panel solar arrays 
which are oriented toward  
the sun.



The Business of Satellite Communication
u Satellite Common Carriers
u Satellite common carriers are in the 

business of selling satellite time and 
capability. This can include everything   
from the outright sale of a transponder         
to selling satellite time on a per use         
basis.  

u Most satellite carriers also provide 
customers with full networking capability; 
that is, the ground segments necessary for 
establishing end-to-end connectivity. 

u Satellite carriers operate at the 
international, regional and domestic levels.
• International   -- Intelsat, Inmarsat
• Regional         -- Eutelsat, ArabSat
• U.S.A.             -- SES Americom



Business Considerations

u Satellite communication is a capital intensive 
industry.  It is a business characterized by 
high start-up costs in terms of manufacturing 
and deployment.  Once the satellite has been 
successfully launched and placed into orbit, 
the cost of delivering service is relatively low. 

u The challenge for the satellite carrier is to   
build a strong customer base in order to offset 
the high cost of investment.  An analogy can         
be drawn between deploying a satellite and 
constructing a large commercial building.     
Both need to be filled with high quality tenants.  

u The best tenants are broadcast and cable 
programmers who require guaranteed satellite 
time 24/7 and will typically purchase 
transponders outright or commit to long term 
leases. Continuing with the commercial 
building analogy, lost satellite time, cannot be 
recouped or regained. 



The Business of Satellite                             
Manufacturing, Launch and Deployment
u Frequency Coordination and Registration.
u Before a satellite carrier can build and locate a satellite, the carrier 

must obtain the proper international frequency assignment. The 
process of international frequency coordination is complex process 
given the fact that the electromagnetic spectrum used for satellite 
communications is a limited (or fixed) resource that must be shared 
by all nations and users. The high cost of satellite deployment, 
therefore, requires good cooperation between and among users. 

u The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is charged with 
overseeing frequency coordination and registration so that 
everyone’s best interests are served.  The registration process 
typically begins 3-5 years in advance of  the satellite’s actual launch 
and deployment.



Satellite Launch and Deployment

u The physical launch of a satellite represents          
the second most expensive part of deploying             
a satellite.  It requires that the satellite carrier          
(or government agency) contract with a 
satellite launch company to schedule and 
launch the satellite that will be placed into orbit.

u The U.S. Space Shuttle was the world’s first 
reusable piloted spacecraft. In the aftermath           
of the January 1986 Space Shuttle Challenger 
disaster, President Ronald Reagan announced 
that NASA would withdraw from the business          
of launching commercial satellites. This 
coupled with the destruction of Space Shuttle 
Columbia in February 2003 all but eliminated 
NASA from the commercial satellite launch 
business. 



Satellite Business/Service Applications
u Satellite communication is principally used in 

situations that require a form of distribution on                 
a point-to-multipoint basis.  
• Broadcast Television
• Cable Television
• Internet and Data Communication
• Direct Broadcast Satellites
• Satellite Radio
• Mobile Satellite Communication
• Weather Satellites
• Global Positioning Systems



Broadcast Television

u The broadcast television 
networks have adopted 
satellite communications 
as the primary method     
for long-haul television 
transmission including: 
affiliate feeds, news and 
syndication.



Cable Television

u The merging of satellite          
and cable communication 
unlocked a floodgate of new 
cable programmers who         
were equally capable of 
leasing satellite time:
• HBO   (1975)
• ESPN (1979) 
• CNN   (1980)
• MTV   (1981)



Internet and Data Communication
u Satellite communication is used 

for a variety of Internet and data 
applications, such as:
• Data communication
• Internet traffic delivery

u VSAT’s are micro-earth stations 
that are used for the receipt of 
data communications on a point-
to-multipoint basis.
• Gas stations verifying credit 

card information
• Newspapers receiving 

newswire information



Direct Broadcast Satellite
u Direct Broadcast Satellite 

(DBS) represents a generation 
of high powered satellites 
capable of delivering television 
programs to users equipped 
with small earth stations 
(parabolic dishes) 
approximately a meter                 
and half in diameter.
• The Dish Network
• DirecTV
• British Sky Broadcasting
• Star TV



Satellite Radio

u Satellite radio has become 
an important alternative to 
traditional radio in the US. 
Satellite radio is a national 
service that provide point-
to-multipoint digital 
delivery to users equipped 
with specialized antennas. 
There is one major satellite 
radio company in the U.S.
• Sirius XM Radio

Source: Newsweek



Weather Satellites
u Satellite-based information 

has made an immense 
contribution to meteorology 
and is essential to weather 
forecasting and climate 
research. There are two basic 
types of weather satellites:
• Polar-orbiting satellites  

which take measurements 
from an altitude of 540  
miles at several wavelengths

• Geostationary satellites are 
much further away from the 
earth and can send images   
of exactly the same area     -
- as frequently as every 30 
minutes in some cases



Weather Satellites cont.
u Geostationary Satellite
u A geostationary satellite is much further 

away from the earth than a polar orbiting 
type and often the resolution is not as 
good. However because geostationary 
satellites appear fixed, they can send 
images of exactly the same area per day.

u These frequent images can be processed 
by software to animate; that is, you can see 
moving cloud formations. This gives 
valuable information on the type, direction, 
and magnitude of the clouds and hence 
leads to very easy forecasting. 

u The U.S. has two geostationary satellites 
called Geostationary  Operational 
Environmental Satellites (GOES). 



Weather Satellites cont.
u Low Earth Orbiting Satellites
u Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites are 

satellites that operate 200–500 miles 
above  the earth surface and rotate 
faster than the earth.

u LEOs travel at 17,000 miles per hour.          
They can circle the earth in about 90 
minutes.  LEOs require less transmitting 
power than GEOs.

u A LEO is useful because its proximity                 
to earth can capture very detailed 
images of the earth's surface. Applications:
• Weather satellites
• Geographical satellites
• Remote sensing satellites



Mobile Satellite Communication

u Mobile satellite communication 
involves using satellites for 
direct, albeit, flexible 
transmission to moving vehicles 
or remote platforms.
• Trucking
• Maritime Communication
• Offshore Oil and Gas Drilling



Global Positioning System
u Global Positioning System (GPS)           

is widely used for the purpose of 
detecting the location of a moving 
vehicle or a ship at sea.

u In the GPS system, a constellation            
of 24 satellites circle the earth in 
near-circular inclined orbits.  

u Each of these satellites circles the        
earth at medium range orbit (12,000 
miles) making two complete rotations 
every day. 

u The orbits are arranged so that at any 
time, anywhere on Earth, there are at 
least four satellites "visible" in the sky. 



u A GPS receiver's job is to locate four or 
more of these satellites, figure out the 
distance to each, and use this information   
to deduce its own location. 

u Trilateration
u A GPS receiver computes its position by 

comparing the time taken by signals from 
three or four different GPS satellites                
to reach the receiver.

u By receiving signals from at least three            
of these satellites - the receiver’s position                   
(latitude, longitude and altitude) can be 
accurately determined. 

u We call this trilateration.

Global Positioning System cont.



Telemetry, Tracking & Command (TT&C)

u A satellite tends to drift out of its 
assigned orbital slot due to the effects 
of the sun,  moon and gravitational pull.  
It is important that satellites  are kept  
in their correct orbital position.

u In order to counter the drift, a satellite 
must be repositioned into its normal 
station position. This is accomplished 
through Telemetry, Tracking & 
Command.



Telemetry, Tracking & Command (cont.)
u Satellite telemetry involves measuring satellites, 

rockets  and spacecraft that send information about 
their own flight  path, performance and other data          
to earth. With this, the TT&C center keeps track            
of the spacecraft’s condition in outer space and is  
able to control it from the ground.

u TT&C is used to provide up to the minute information 
regarding spacecraft subsystems and orbital positions.

u In addition, TT&C center can measure the conditions  
in the atmosphere and oceans from outer space. 


